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Abstract 
It is often claimed that rewards for whistleblowers lead to fraudulent reports, but for several US programs this has not been a 
major problem. We model the interaction be- tween rewards for whistleblowers, sanctions against fraudulent reporting, 
judicial errors and standards of proof in the court case on a whistleblower.s allegations and the pos- sible follow-up for 
fraudulent allegations. Balancing whistleblower rewards, sanctions against fraudulent reports, and courts.standards of proof 
is essential for these policies to succeed. When the risk of retaliation is severe, larger rewards are needed and so are 
tougher sanctions against fraudulent reports. The precision of the legal system must be su¢ ciently high, hence these 
programs are not viable in weak institution environ- ments, where protection is imperfect and court precision low, or where 
sanctions against false reporting are mild. Internal reporting channels may interfere with external ones in unexpected ways. 
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1 Introduction

Discovering crimes by eliciting already existing information from witnesses or accomplices

may be - at least in some circumstances - more e¢ cient than obtaining new information

through costly investigations. This is why most legal regimes in history have had implicit

or explicit forms of incentives for whistleblowers. However, explicit, structured �nancial

incentives for whistleblowers, while increasingly popular in the US, are viewed with suspicion

in Europe. Disagreement in the policy debate touches many aspects, but one argument

always put forward by opponents of such schemes is that they will induce fraudulent reports

based on false or fabricated information. It is argued that in the end, this will make law

enforcement more costly and less e¤ective. However, this does not seem to have been a

major problem in the US, where the agencies administering some of these schemes argue

that they are game-changers that, in addition dramatically increasing detection rates, also

largely pay for their administration costs.

To shed light on this policy debate, in this paper we develop a model of the interaction

between rewards for whistleblowers, sanctions for fraudulently reporting false or fabricated

information, judicial errors, and standards of proof in the two court cases: the one based

on a whistleblower�s allegations; and the following one, typically neglected in the debate,

for defamation or perjury against a whistleblower who lost the �rst case. Indeed, the policy

debate, which has been particularly hot in recent times due to the many episodes of large-

scale corporate misbehavior (from Siemens�systematic bribery to Mado¤�s ponzi scheme,

and from Wells Fargo�s accounts misselling to Volkswagen emissions cheating), overlooks

that these schemes can be designed in many di¤erent ways, and that every legal system

already has tools in place speci�cally meant to prevent fraudulent claims based on false

information, like defamation and perjury laws. It is natural to start from the presump-

tion, therefore, that the risk of an increase in false/fabricated claims can be countered by

strengthening these speci�c tools, rather than by giving up the bene�ts from a potentially

e¤ective enforcement instrument like whistleblower rewards.

Our analysis shows, however, that these issues are rather subtle if one takes into account

that judgement errors may occur, and that the presence and size of �nancial incentives and

sanctions against false accusations may be re�ected in changes in the court�s standard of

proof, and through it in the value of the information provided by the whistleblowers and in

the e¤ectiveness of enforcement.
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Policy debate and institutional framework. While whistleblower reward schemes

to counter federal procurement fraud and tax evasion have long been present in the US, the

recent policy debate has been triggered by the �nancial scandals at Enron, Tyco and World-

Com, in which whistleblowers played a crucial role. This led the US Congress to enact the

Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) that, among other things, provided extensive whistleblower pro-

tection against retaliation. The 2007-2009 �nancial crisis and Wall Street bailout, followed

by the uncovering of cases of large-scale �nancial misbehavior, like the Libor and Forex

conspiracies and the systematic money laundering of blood-ridden drug cartels� revenues

by HSBC, led Congress to go further and introduce within the Dodd-Frank Act provisions

allowing whistleblowers to receive monetary rewards/bounties for bringing information to

�nancial regulators.1 Whistleblower reward programs have since been enacted by the Secu-

rities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission

(CFTC), providing a bounty of 10-30% of the sanctions for all tips resulting in SEC36

or CFTC37 enforcement actions with monetary sanctions greater than $1,000,000. These

policies are considered a success by the authorities that manage them.2

These programs continue to be criticized from both sides of the bar. On the one side,

some legal scholars criticize the new schemes for being too weak, falling short of the �ideal�

program, the False Claims Act, which has successfully provided rewards to whistleblowers

that uncovered federal fraud for a long time. The claimed weakness of these new programs is

that they do not allow whistleblowers to litigate cases independently of the SEC�s decision,

giving too much authority to institutions that could be in�uenced by the �nancial sector in

a number of ways (e.g. Rapp, 2012).3

On the other side, some �nancial institutions are unhappy because these programs un-

dermine the incentives to report using the "internal whistleblowing channels" introduced by

1These programs are di¤erent but related to the False Claim Act, the �rst reward system for whistleblowers
introduced in the US, applying to federal procurement fraud. Originating from legislation enacted during
the Civil War by President Lincoln to �ght corruption in military procurement, the act was reinvigorated
in 1986 and allows whistleblowers that provide information and win a court case on the uncovered fraud to
obtain a reward up to 30% of all �nes and funds recovered by the federal government. Another whistleblower
rewards schemes that was already active before Dodd-Frank is that managed by the IRS to uncover tax
evasion. See Engstrom (2016) for a review of the main di¤erences across these programs.

2For example, in her speech at the Garret Institute in April 2015, Mary Jo White, the SEC Chairman,
argued with respect to the SEC�s whistleblower awards program, established by the Dodd-Frank Act in
2010, that: "The program, while clearly still developing, has proven to be a game changer.�According to the
SEC, many hints and successful enforcement actions have already been linked to the whistleblower reward
program.

3For example, revolving doors. A recent high-level whistleblower from Deutsche Bank who was awarded
a large reward for unveiling mismanagement rejected the reward, protesting against the inaction of the SEC
towards Deutsche Bank and the fact that top o¢ cials of that bank potentially involved in mismanagement
ended up at the SEC while the investigation was ongoing (Financial Times, August 18, 2016).
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compliance programs encouraged by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.4

While some of this criticism is understandable, the origin of the skepticism from regu-

latory authorities on the other side of the Atlantic is less clear. For example, in 2014 the

two main UK �nancial market watchdogs at the time, the Bank of England�s Prudential

Regulation Authority and the Financial Conduct Authority, wrote a joint response (BoE-

PRA and FCA, 2014) to a request for opinion from the �nancial market committee of the

UK parliament o¤ering widespread but apparently unsubstantiated criticism of �nancial in-

centives to whistleblowers, while neglecting the empirical evidence available (some of which

published in leading scienti�c journals) from the US experience.5

This paper. In this study we focus on the concern, often raised in this debate by

opponents of whistleblower rewards, that �nancial incentives for whistleblowers will generate

a large number of "malicious" reports based on false or fabricated information for the

purpose of obtaining the reward.6 The long and successful US experience with the False

Claim Act demonstrates that these potential problems can be controlled for. The interesting

question is how to do this optimally. The risk that high-powered incentives lead to many

4These programs, though, will be relevant mostly after a corporate crime is committed, i.e. after the
compliance program has failed in its task of preventing corporate crime, and are therefore at risk of being used
to conceal the crime from law enforcers, protecting companies from sanctions and reducing their incentives
to avoid unlawful behavior.

5The 2014 Note by the Bank of England and the Financial Conduct Authority argues, among other
things, that in contrast to what is argued by the US agencies running these programs, whistleblowers rewards
programs are bound to be ine¤ective, but it provides no evidence in support of this claim. More importantly,
the note argues that there is no evidence to suggest that these programs may be e¤ective (key point b, p.
2): "There is as yet no empirical evidence of incentives leading to an increase in the number or quality of
disclosures received by the regulators." This appears to be in contrast with the several pieces of evidence
widely available at the time:
i) a very well known study by Dyck, Morse and Zingales (2010), circulating as a working paper since 2007,

showing empirically that whistleblowers rewards under the False Claim Act were actually highly e¤ective in
eliciting whistleblowing from employees;
ii) the empirical studies by Engstrom (2012, 2013, 2014), published in distinguished and publicly available

legal journals, providing additional empirical evidence of positive e¤ects of the whistleblower reward system
under the False Claim Act;
iii) the empirical evidence in Baloria, Marquandt and Wiedeman (2015, publicly available on SSRN.COM

since 2011) showing that opposition to whistleblower rewards came mostly from companies with dubious
corporate governance; and
iv) the experimental evidence in the published work of Bigoni et al. (2012) and in the work by Abbink and

Wu (2017), publicly available since 2013, suggesting that only rewards are e¤ective in inducing whistleblowers
to speak out and, most importantly, in deterring misbehavior through the fear of whistleblowing.

6For example, Howse and Daniels report that �it is often claimed that the prospect of large awards to
whistleblowers provides an incentive for employees to fabricate claims of wrongdoing for personal pro�t.�
(1995, p.540). According to a recent report by Transparency International, �Employers�representatives have
been reluctant to publicly welcome the bill and have claimed it may open them to reputational damage
and false or malicious claims.� (2013, p.54). A report by the law �rm DLA Piper (2015) on whistleblowing
also stresses the risk of "malicious or unfounded allegations" against employers. Analogous concerns are
expressed in the above-mentioned 2014 note by the Bank of England.
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fabricated accusations can be controlled directly through more severe sanctions against

defamation, perjury and information fabrication.7 It could also be - and is expected to

be controlled also by the adoption of a stricter standard of proof by courts that evaluate

information coming from witnesses who stand to gain from a conviction, an e¤ect that may

o¤set the increased incentive to forge information linked to rewards, at the cost of a lower

conviction rate.8 Alternatively, it could be controlled by lowering or capping the rewards

for whistleblowers. All these strategies entail costs in terms of weaker enforcement/reduced

deterrence, so the shape of the optimal policy will likely involve a mix of strategies and is not

obvious. Moreover, the e¢ ciency/precision of the legal system is likely to play an important

role, so that di¤erent policies may be optimal in di¤erent institutional environments.

As mentioned, our model focuses on the interaction between �nancial rewards for whistle-

blowers, sanctions for reporting false/fabricated information (perjury, defamation), judicial

errors, and standards of proof in two court cases: one based on a whistleblower�s allegations,

and the potential follow-up case against a whistleblower accused of reporting false/fabricated

information. We use the model �rst to bring to light the trade-o¤s involved and to derive

the optimal law enforcement policy in terms of whistleblower rewards, sanctions against

misreporting by a whistleblower and the standards of proof, under various parameter con-

�gurations. We then extend the model to consider the possibility of reporting through

internal whistleblowing channels (part of corporate compliance programs), and how these

channels could be used by guilty �rms to �cover up�infringements by its managers by o¤er-

ing bene�ts (�bribes�) to the employee and preventing the information on the infringement

from reaching law enforcement agencies.

Our results show that to design an e¤ective reward program, where whistleblowers do

not deliberately present false claims but do �le reports when a �rm misbehaves, it is crucial

to �nd an optimal balance between the reward o¤ered to successful whistleblowers and the

7Some suggest that this is how this problem is avoided in the US, although additional provisions may
be needed in other institutional settings. For example, Amanda Rose writes: �While it is unlikely that the
WBP will produce many tips that are outright fabrications (the requirement that whistleblowers submit
their tips under penalty of perjury, as well as the requirement that the SEC bring a covered action based on
the tip before a bounty may be awarded, seems a su¢ cient guard against this), the lure of a large bounty
could motivate individuals to view honest conduct as suspicious.�(2014. p. 1283)

8The expectation of a sizable tightening of the standard of proof applied by courts when hearing tes-
timonies from �nancially rewarded whistleblowers appears to be one reason why o¢ cials in the Antitrust
Division of the Department of Justice (the institution that works so e¤ectively with the False Claim Act)
recently opposed a proposal to introduce a whistleblower reward program in antitrust (see, e.g. GAO 2011).
This is a somewhat strange concern for the case of cartels, because these involve many �rms and several
individuals in each �rm. Rewards could be awarded to one (innocent) informed individual who reports a
cartel, only to detect new cartels. Then many other individuals, such as the leniency applicants that are not
rewarded, can continue testifying in court, as it is the case today. This concern may make sense, instead, for
frauds and other crimes where there are not as many other non-rewarded individuals that could be called to
witness.
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sanctions against those convicted for knowingly reporting false information. Given other

parameters, a balanced ratio between these two parameters is the crucial tool that can lead

to an optimal program, suggesting that su¢ ciently severe sanctions against whistleblowers

convicted for forging information are necessary to compensate for large rewards.

When taking into account retaliation from employers and the fact that protection from

retaliation is necessarily incomplete (not all forms of retaliation can be observed by a court),

we show that there is a minimum size of reward, below which whistleblowing will not take

place at all, independent of the above ratio. In these rather realistic cases, the reward must

substantially exceed the sanction imposed on a mendacious whistleblower the more so the

larger the risk that a �rm will retaliate and the weaker the whistleblower protection.

The choice of the standard of proof is also crucial. Given the level of accuracy, an overly

strict standard of proof, with very few false positives and therefore many false negatives,

induces whistleblowers to never report and the �rm to always commit wrongdoing. Similarly,

when the standard of proof is too low, the many false positives induce whistleblowers to

always blow the whistle, whether or not the �rm is guilty, again leading the �rm to always

commit wrongdoing. The standard of proof must therefore be chosen with due care to avoid

turning these schemes into failures.

Improving courts�accuracy - which reduces both types of error - is the only policy with

unambiguously positive e¤ects in terms of relaxing the constraints for a whistleblower reward

scheme to be optimal. This policy is costly of course, but a well functioning whistleblower

reward scheme may reduce detection and prosecution costs and at the same time increase

recoveries, thereby compensating for the costs of increased accuracy. From a short-run

perspective, however, these results imply that whistleblowing reward schemes are useful

instruments only when the court system is su¢ ciently precise, and that they are likely not

to perform as one would hope in environments with weak institution, where court precision

is low.

As for internal whistleblower channels, we �nd that when the top management is involved

in the wrongdoing, these channels can be easily misused to undermine external whistleblower

channels. They may allow the management of guilty �rms to arrange cover-ups, i.e. to

�bribe�the employee that reports internally so that the information on the �rm�s wrongdoing

does not reach law enforcement agencies. As a consequence, the programs should not require

the whistleblower to �rst report internally, as this would make the external whistleblower

program ine¤ective with respect to wrongdoing by the �rm management.

The rest of the paper unfolds as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the related literature.

Section 3 presents the baseline model. Section 4 presents our results in the �no retaliation�

benchmark, while Section 5 does the same in the case with retaliation. Section 6 takes
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into account two separate and potentially di¤erent trials: one where the �rm is judged for

illegal behavior, and another where the employee is judged for �ling a false case. Section

7 studies the interaction between internal and external whistleblower channels. Section 8

brie�y concludes.

2 Related literature

Informal discussions on the costs and bene�ts of rewarding whistleblowers �nancially abound

but, despite the relevance of the issue and the lively policy debate, with extremely divided

views across the Atlantic, there has been little formal economic analysis.9 The �rst for-

mal economic analyses of rewards programs are those on accomplice-witness whistleblowers.

Spagnolo (2004) analyzes these programs within a dynamic model of collusion that captures

the strategic features of any illegal relationship with hold-up problems within the criminal

team. It is shown that o¤ering a reward to the �rst self-reporting party �nanced by the

�nes paid by the remaining parties generates additional deterrence e¤ects through �distrust"

and - with �nite �nes - can lead to the �rst best of full deterrence (with zero probability of

inspection from law enforcers). Aubert, Kovacic and Rey (2006) considerably extends the

study of rewards to whistleblowers in collusion cases, focusing on �rms internal organization

and rewards for individual employees blowing the whistle on their �rm�s misbehavior. They

emphasize the signi�cant additional deterrence e¤ects these schemes may bring about, ar-

guing strongly for their introduction, but also study their possible adverse e¤ects on �rms�

behavior, in particular on turnover, the incentives to innovate and cooperation, and how to

minimize them.

Friebel and Guriev (2012) study rewards for innocent/bystanders whistleblowers fo-

cussing on accounting management (e.g. overstatement of �nancial results). They also

show that besides deterring such unlawful behavior by making it more costly for the man-

agement, such rewards may also have negative e¤ects on �rms� productive e¢ ciency by

limiting their ability to give managers high powered incentives. Felli and Hortala-Vallve

(2016) show how rewarding whistle-blowing can be used as a tool to prevent opportunistic

behavior in the form of collusion or blackmail on the part of members of a hierarchical

structure. Piccolo and Immordino (2016) study leniency programs against organized crime,

and suggest that when a boss can design complex internal rules that reward his agents based

on the quality of the information they can disclose, the legislator must rely on rewards to

9The costs and bene�ts of rewarding whistleblowers have been discussed informally in, for example,
Howse and Daniels (1995). A highly in�uential article in the Washington Post by Luigi Zingales (2004)
argued strongly in favor of rewarding whistleblowers who uncover �nancial fraud, as is currently happening
at the SEC. Kovacic (2000) argued in favor of introducing these schemes in antitrust. There is an extensive
legal literature on whistleblower rewards, recently surveyed in Engstrom (2016).
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induce agents to report information. The most recent theoretical analysis, and the clos-

est to our paper, is Givati (2016). This paper studies the optimal size of whistleblower

rewards in a model where whistleblowers bear a personal cost, and where a reward may

encourage false reports. He �nds a non-monotonic relationship between the personal cost

to whistleblowers and the optimal reward. A similar relationship is uncovered between the

risk of a false report and the optimal reward. He also shows that when the risk of a false

report is su¢ ciently small, whistleblowing dominates policing as a law enforcement strategy.

Our model is complementary, as while he studies closely related issues, Givati (2016) does

not study the possibility that a fraudulent report is discovered and sanctioned through the

court system (most whistleblower schemes require disclosure information under penalty of

perjury), nor how court may or should react to rewards of di¤erent size by adjusting the

standard of proof, and with it the probability of di¤erent types of mistakes, for di¤erent

levels of courts precision.10

On the empirical side

The �rst systematic empirical study of reward programs for whistleblowers is by Dyck,

Morse and Zingales (2010). The authors investigate empirically who blows the whistle on

corporate fraud by assembling and analyzing data on all reported fraud cases in large U.S.

companies between 1996 and 2004. They �nd that corporate fraud is most often reported

by employees and the media. With respect to �nancial incentives, they �nd that in sectors

where whistleblower rewards are available through the False Claim Act, like the health

industry, fraud is uncovered thanks to employees blowing the whistle in 41% of cases. This

percentage falls to 14% in industries in which whistleblowers rewards are not available, a

statistically highly signi�cant di¤erence.

Baloria, Marquandt and Wiedeman (2015) conduct an event study analysis showing

that �rms whose management lobbied against the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act�s

whistleblower program, and in particular those with poorer internal compliance programs,

experienced higher excess stock returns around events related to the implementation of the

10Somewhat less related is Hayes and Kapur (2008), examining theoretically how regulators should respond
to whistleblowers� tip-o¤s, but assume that monetary rewards are not present and focus on alternative
psychological theories of why they blow the whistle in the absence of �nancial incentives to do it.
Mechtenberg, Muehlheusser and Roider (2017) study the possibility that even whistleblower protection

is abused by low productivity employees to postpone termination by �ling fraudulent claims, suggesting
that it may be e¢ cient to let protection only start after the court has judged on the whistleblower�s claim.
It assumes, however, that judicial proceedings are instantaneous, so that �rms cannot retaliate against
whistleblowers while the court case is ongoing (many years in many countries); and that whistleblowers
cannot be punished for �ling fraudulent claims (although innocent �rms will have a signi�cant probability
of winning in court against them, and all the resources and incentives - disciplining other employees - to
pursue fraudulent whistleblowers as harshly as possible). We conjecture that in their model more realistic
assumptions would lead to di¤erent results and policy prescriptions.
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new rules. They also �nd that these new rules signi�cantly increased �rms�valuations on

average. Taken together, these results indicate that investors expected the new whistle-

blower provisions introducing �nancial incentives to provide considerable net bene�ts by

improving shareholder protection, in particular in poorly governed �rms.

Wilde (2017) provides evidence that whistleblowing deters �nancial misreporting and

tax aggressiveness. Using a dataset of retaliation complaints �led with OSHA between 2003

and 2010 on violations of paragraph 806 (which outlaws retaliation against employees who

provide evidence of fraud), it �nds that �rms subject to whistleblower allegations in the

past exhibit less �nancial misreporting and tax aggressiveness. The �rms were also more

likely to have engaged in accounting irregularities in the years previous to the allegation

compared to control �rms.

Finally, regarding the e¤ectiveness of enforcement, Engstrom (2012) studies an original

dataset of more than 4,000 qui tam suits �led between 1986 and 2011. He tests (and rejects)

the claim that private litigation linked to the False Claim Act and whistleblower rewards

is ine¢ ciently dominated by a few, repeat, �professional�plainti¤-relators, and �nds that

specialized legal �rms appear to play a positive role helping to unveil larger frauds than less

experienced ones.11 Call et al. (2017) analyzes OSHA claims between 2002 and 2010 and

�nds that whistleblowers�involvement in �nancial misrepresentation enforcement actions is

correlated with higher monetary sanctions for the wrongdoing �rm and increased jail time

for culpable executives, and that when whistleblowers are involved enforcement proceed-

ings begin quicker. It also �nds that whistleblower involvement signi�cantly increases the

likelihood that criminal sanctions are imposed.

On the experimental side

The di¢ culties linked to the empirical analysis of illegal behavior makes this �eld one

where laboratory experiments can be a very useful complement, with all the usual caveats

regarding external validity. Indeed, there is a rich and growing literature that studies

experimentally questions related to di¤erent types of whistleblowing and to the policies for

dealing with them. We can follow Spagnolo (2008) and Breuer (2013) in distinguishing

between studies looking at innocent (or �watchdog�) whistleblowers (i.e. bystanders or

employees not involved with the crime) and studies of accomplice-witness (or �traitorous�)

whistleblowers (i.e. those reporting information on a crime in which they took part, or were

supposed to take part in, in exchange for lenient treatment from law enforcers and/or a

monetary reward). Another dimension along which these strands di¤er is whether the focus

11See also Engstrom (2013) and (2014), where the same dataset is used to study how the DoJ selects and
oversees claimants under the False Clam Act and the di¤erence between jurisprudence generated by private
versus public enforcement actions.
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is more on whistleblowers�motivation or on the crime-deterrence e¤ects of di¤erent legal

regimes.

Studies on rewards of innocent or watchdog (or bystander) whistleblowers focus more

on whistleblowers�motivation than on their e¤ects on crime. This strand of the literature

typically �nds that monetary rewards are e¤ective in increasing the number of subjects that

blow the whistle. For example, Breuer (2013) studies the e¤ects of rewards for whistleblowers

in a laboratory experiment on tax evasion. He �nds a strong positive e¤ect of rewards on

subjects�willingness to blow the whistle, increasing in the size of the reward, and little sign

of crowding out of non-monetary motivation. He also �nds that other subjects correctly

anticipate this e¤ect, so that tax evasion is signi�cantly lower when rewards are paid to

whistleblowers. Stikeleather (2016) runs a laboratory experiment framed as a corporate

theft scenario and �nds a signi�cant increase in the rate of internal whistleblowing when

monetary rewards are granted to employees that expose their peers� wrongdoing. More

recently, Schmolke and Utikal (2016) study the frequency of whistleblowing generated by

rewards, �nes for not blowing the whistle, and whether and how the enforcing authority

is a¤ected by the whistleblower�s report in a neutrally framed environment; while Butler,

Serra and Spagnolo (2017) study the interaction between monetary rewards, the visibility

of the crime reported, and public image concerns of the whistleblowers. Most relevant for

us, both studies �nd that, controlling for other factors, monetary rewards are very e¤ective

in increasing the probability of whistleblowing.

A second strand of the experimental literature on whistleblower rewards looks at sit-

uations where one of the parties of a potential or actual illegal transaction/relationship

is o¤ered amnesty (if the illegal action occurred) and a monetary reward for blowing the

whistle and reporting the illegal transaction/relationship to law enforcers. The focus of this

literature is on the e¤ects of o¤ering a reward to whistleblowers on the number of illegal

transactions that take place, i.e. on crime deterrence rather than on individual whistleblow-

ers�motivation. Apesteguia, Dufwenberg and Selten (2007) study rewards for whistleblowers

in an experiment on illegal cartel formation in the context of static Bertrand competition.

Any member of a cartel may blow the whistle on its existence, in which case cartel mem-

bers must pay a �ne. Incentives for whistleblowing �rms are varied across treatments. The

authors �nd that whistleblower bonuses do not reduce market prices relative to the �no

incentives�treatment, although they produce the highest likelihood of whistleblowing. In

a repeated game version of an analogous leniency experiment conducted by Bigoni et al.

(2012), where subjects had more occasions to experiment and learn the subtleties of this

rather complex strategic environment, amnesty for the �rst whistleblower resulted in fewer

collusive agreements but higher prices in surviving ones. Rewards for the �rst conspiracy

member blowing the whistle (funded through the �nes paid by others) led instead to very
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high reporting rates, thus destabilizing collusion at an increasing pace, as predicted by the

theory (Spagnolo 2004). A strong e¤ect of whistleblower rewards on the deterrence of illegal

transactions is also found in a recent lab experiment on bribery by Abbink and Wu (2017).

There, the possibility for one party to obtain amnesty from prosecution and a monetary re-

ward when blowing the whistle turns out to have a strong deterrence e¤ect on isolated illegal

transactions, although the e¤ect of repeated relationships more limited (but still positive).

Beyond economics, there is an extensive literature on whistleblowing in the areas of law,

sociology, psychology, business, and public administration that we cannot cover here (see

surveys in Engstrom 2016; Miceli and Near 1992; and Miceli, Near and Dworkin 2008).

3 The baseline model

Consider a simple game between a �rm which chooses whether to act legally or illegally and

an employee who, after observing the �rm�s choice, can decide to �le a case against the �rm

or to remain silent.

Undetected illegal behavior yields a random monetary return �, distributed on the sup-

port (0;+1) with cumulative distribution function H(�) and probability density function
h(�). If the employee blows the whistle (either against a guilty �rm or against an innocent

�rm), a trial takes place without loss of generality with probability 1 and it may end up

with a right or a wrong verdict. Let 0 be the normalized pro�ts of the honest �rm that is

not convicted and the payo¤ of the employee when he does not �le a case, F the monetary

sanction faced by a convicted �rm, R the reward the employee gets in case of a successful

�ling, and f the sanction imposed on an employee who is convicted of fabricating informa-

tion to �le a complaint. For the time being, we assume that the �rm does not retaliate

against whistleblowers (we will relax this assumption in Section 5).

Two errors may occur at the end of the trial: a false positive and a false negative. We

indicate with �p the probability of wrongful conviction of an innocent �rm (false positive)

induced by the standard of proof prescribed to courts for this situation by the current legal

system; and with �n the probability of wrongful acquittal of a guilty �rm (false negative)

under the same system.

We shall also assume �
0
n(�p) < 0, �

00

n(�p) > 0 and �i 2 [0; ��] with �� < 1
2 and i =

p; n. Note that setting the probability of conviction of an innocent �rm �p automatically

determines the probability of acquittal of a guilty �rm �n(�p). The reason is that it is

not possible to decrease one type of error without increasing the other. For details of the

underlying derivation from the choice of the burden of proof and the minimum strength of

evidence required to apply the sanction, see the contributions by Kaplow (2011a, 2011b,
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2012).

We assume that the employee gets the reward R if the �rm is convicted, and the sanction

f if the �rm is acquitted. Therefore �p also represents the probability that the reward is

paid to an employee who �les a false claim, and �n(�p) represents the probability that the

employee is sanctioned when he �les against a guilty �rm.

The timing of the baseline game is as follows:

t =1 The return from undetected illegal behavior � materializes. The �rm decides whether

to commit the illegal act or not. Once the illegal act is committed, the game proceeds

to the next stage.

t =2 The employee, knowing if an illegal act has been committed or not, decides whether

to �le a claim (false or otherwise).

t =3 The trial uncertainty resolves and sanctions are imposed.

The solution concept is subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.

All players are risk neutral, so that sanctions can be interpreted as the monetary equiva-

lent of the imprisonment terms, �nes, damages, and so forth, to which the criminals expose

themselves. We also assume the following tie-breaking condition.

A1 When the employee is indi¤erent between blowing the whistle and remaining loyal to

the �rm, he chooses the latter option.

Given these variables and parameters, a whistleblower program is described by a quadru-

ple (R; f; F; �p). In what follows, we will comment on the design of an optimal whistleblower

program.

4 The �no retaliation�benchmark

As a benchmark, consider �rst the case in which the �rm is not allowed to retaliate against

whistleblowers.

In order to solve the model, suppose that (along the equilibrium path) the �rm has

committed an illegal act. Then, the employee will �le a case if and only if

uI = (1� �n(�p))R� �n(�p)f > 0,
(1� �n(�p))
�n(�p)

>
f

R
.
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If, instead the �rm has not committed an illegal act then the employee will �le a false claim

if and only if

uL = �pR� (1� �p)f > 0,
�p

1� �p
>
f

R
,

where uI and uL are the employee�s expected utility in each subgame. Note that

SI �
(1� �n(�p))
�n(�p)

and SL �
�p

1� �p

are the odds of success, de�ned as the ratio of the probability of success over the probability

of failure, from �ling a case with and without merit, respectively. Moreover, SI > 1 > SL
because �i < 1

2 . Then, depending on the design of the whistleblower program (R; f; F; �p)

there are only three possible cases. In the �rst case, the employee always blows the whistle

(this is the case if SI > SL > f=R). In the second case the employee blows the whistle

only when the �rm misbehaved (i.e. SI > f=R > SL. Finally, the employee never blows the
whistle if f=R > SI > SL).

Going backward, we now characterize the �rm�s decision to commit an illegal act. The

�rm�s pro�t from committing an illegal act is � if the employee does not blow the whistle

and ��F (1��n(�p)) otherwise. Instead, pro�ts from behaving legally are 0 if the employee
does not blow the whistle and �F�p otherwise. Next, note that if SI > SL > f=R, the

employee always blows the whistle, and the �rm decides to act illegally or not by comparing

�F�p and ��F (1��n(�p)). In this case, the crime is committed if and only if the return
exceeds the following threshold

� � F (1� �n(�p)� �p),

which is increasing in the �rm�s sanction F and in the probability of conviction of an

innocent �rm (�p) whenever increasing false positives decreases false negatives more than

proportionally (�
0
n(�p) < �1). If instead SI > f=R > SL, the employee blows the whistle

only when the �rm misbehaves and the �rm decides to act illegally or not by comparing 0

and ��F (1��n(�p)). In this second case, the crime is committed if and only if the return
exceeds the following larger threshold

�� � F (1� �n(�p)),

which is increasing in the �rm�s sanction F and in the probability of conviction of an innocent

�rm �p. Finally, if the employee never blows the whistle (f=R > SI > SL), the �rm will

always commit the illegal act since � > 0: Putting together our �ndings above, we get a

complete characterization of the (subgame perfect) equilibrium of our model.
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Proposition 1 If SI > SL > f=R, the employee always blows the whistle and the crime

rate is

Pr[� > �] = 1�H(F (1� �n(�p)� �p)),

which is decreasing in the �rm�s sanction F and in the probability of conviction of an inno-

cent �rm �p whenever �
0
n(�p) < �1.

If SI > f=R > SL, the employee blows the whistle only when the �rm misbehaves and

the crime rate is

Pr[� > ��] = 1�H(F (1� �n(�p))),

which is decreasing in the �rm�s sanction F and in the probability of conviction of an inno-

cent �rm �p.12

Finally, if f=R > SI > SL, the employee never blows the whistle and the crime rate is
1:

The area where the probability of successfully �ling a case is larger than f=R, both

following legal and illegal behavior by the �rm, represents whistleblower programs that

induce an employee to always �le a case, including against honest �rms, in which case the

�rm optimally decides to misbehave or not depending on the sanction and on the errors

which may occur at the end of the trial. The area where the probability of successfully

�ling a case is larger than f=R following illegal behavior, but is smaller for legal behavior

represents whistleblower programs where employees denounce guilty �rms and the �rm

behaves legally if the �rm�s sanction F and the probability of conviction of an innocent

�rm �p are su¢ ciently high. Finally, if the probability of successfully �ling a case is always

smaller than f=R, the program never provides an incentive to �le a case, so that the �rm

always acts illegally.

From the point of view of society, a whistleblower program is optimal if it induces an

equilibrium in which the �rm acts legally and employee only �les case against a guilty �rm.

Concerning the employee�s behavior, it is then optimal to choose (R; f; F; �p) so as to induce

the second case. A few comments are in order.

First, it is clear that rewards for honest whistleblowers and sanctions against dishonest

ones must be strictly related. The danger from �xing the wrong combination of these two

policy parameters is disrupting the entire program. In the case that the incentive structure

of the program is such that the employee always acts against the �rm, and even more so

12Since, for simplicity, we are assuming that �rms will only be prosecuted if a whistleblower reports
incriminating information/�les a claim against them, in the speci�c cases we will of course have �ip = 0 when
in situation i the whistleblowers never �le claims against innocent �rms, and �jn = 1 when in situation j
whistleblowers never �le claims against a guilty �rm either. The comparative statics on the error probabilities
is possible because it is on the legal system�s parameters �p(�n), not on the probability in each speci�c case.
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in the opposite case, �rms may as well act illegally, counting on a defective policing and

judiciary system.

Second, for very low value of f , the range of rewards, R, that allow the �rst best to be

obtained is very narrow, but it gets larger and larger as long as f increases. This implies

that monetary sanctions against mendacious whistleblowers may not be su¢ cient, as they

are bound to be limited to their personal wealth and may prove too lenient, especially when

high rewards for successful cases are envisaged. In addition, a corollary of proposition 1

is that a su¢ cient condition to have an optimal whistleblower program, as far as the two

parameters R and f are concerned, is to set R = f . If the reward, R, is a percentage of the

�rm�s illicit gain, as it is in some actual programs, then it can easily become substantial and

it is likely that a monetary sanction for a mendacious whistleblower, which is constrained by

his personal wealth, is insu¢ cient to provide incentives that yield the desired behavior. It

follows that the bounty program must provide for criminal sanctions against a whistleblower

who �les a fraudulent claim.

Third, the choice of the burden of proof and the minimum strength of evidence required

to apply the sanction is extremely important to make the program work. To see this,

consider that both SI and SL decrease as the probability of conviction of an innocent �rm

�p decreases. In other words, an imperfect setting of the burden of proof could change the

program from one where employees always blow the whistle to one where they never do (or

vice versa), missing the �rst-best area.

Even if whistleblower programs are seen as a mechanism to elicit information that would

not be available otherwise, courts must not rely only on information provided by relators.

Whistleblowers programs have to be seen as complements to other interventions that improve

the accuracy of the judiciary system. As explained by Kaplow (2011b), accuracy determines

the overall error rate of the legal system, whereas the burden of proof dictates how to divide

the errors between the two types. This also shows that a whistleblower program may prove

very dangerous if it is introduced in countries where, due to corruption or to an ine¢ cient

system, the performance of courts is unsatisfactory. We now explain by way of a thought

experiment why accuracy is another important dimension in the design of the judiciary

system. Assume that SI > SL > f=R and that the f=R cannot be modi�ed. Then we

are in the area where the employee always blows the whistle. Suppose that we can only

change the burden of proof to switch to the �rst-best scenario where SI > f=R > SL so

that the employee blows the whistle only when the �rm misbehaves. If we decrease the

probability of conviction of an innocent �rm �p, then SL will decrease going in the right

direction. However, decreasing the probability of a false positive will increase the possibility

of a false negative, so that SI will also decrease. Therefore, depending on the relative speed

at which SL and SI decrease, we might enter the worst-case scenario, i.e. f=R > SI > SL,
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where the employee never blows the whistle and the crime rate is maximal. However, this

worst-case scenario can be easily avoided if in improving accuracy we can simultaneously

decrease �p and �n(�p), so that the change in the burden of proof is counterbalanced by an

overall improvement in the judicial system.

5 The case of retaliation

Whistleblowers are subject to various forms of retaliation, many of which cannot be covered

by whistleblower protection laws where these are present (for instance, slowing down career

progression, through delayed promotions, or blacklisting/lack of o¤ers from other �rms in

the industry). It is therefore of �rst-order importance to study the impact of �rm retaliation

on the simple result highlighted in the previous section.

In the previous section, the reward R was implicitly assumed to be net of any cost. In

practice, the main cost for the employee is the risk of reprisal by the �rm. In this section,

we address this issue explicitly by introducing the possibility of retaliation measured by

a parameter P , the punishment a whistleblowers is subject to when the reported entity

retaliates.13

Going through the same steps as in the previous section, we �nd two new conditions

such that the employee will �le a case when the �rm has committed an illegal act

uPI = (1� �n(�p))R� �n(�p)f � P > 0, SI �
1� �n(�p)
�n(�p)

> G,

where G � f+P
R�P , and when the �rm has not committed an illegal act

uPL = �pR� (1� �p)f � P > 0, SL �
�p

1� �p
> G,

where uPI and u
P
L are the employee�s expected utility in each subgame. Then, depending on

the design of the whistleblower program (R; f; F; �p; P ), there are only three possible cases.

In the �rst case, the employee always blows the whistle, this is the case if SI > SL > G.

In the second case, the employee blows the whistle only when the �rm misbehaves, i.e.

SI > G > SL. Finally, the employee never blows the whistle if G > SI > SL.

Going backward, the �rm�s decision to commit the illegal act is exactly as before for

each of the three areas described above.

Putting together our �ndings, we obtain a complete characterization of the (subgame

perfect) equilibrium of our model.

13This parameter can also be interpreted as the inverse of the degree of whistleblower protection allowed
by a legal system, with P = 0 being the (unlikely) case of perfect protection from retaliation.
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Proposition 2 If SI > SL > G the employee always blows the whistle and the crime rate

is

Pr[� > �] = 1�H(F (1� �n(�p)� �p)),

which is decreasing in the �rm�s sanction F and in the the probability of conviction of an

innocent �rm �p whenever �
0
n(�p) < �1.

If SI > G > SL, the employee blows the whistle only when the �rm misbehaves and the

crime rate is

Pr[� > ��] = 1�H(F (1� �n(�p))),

which is decreasing in in the �rm�s sanction F and in the probability of conviction of an

innocent �rm �p.

Finally, if G > SI > SL the employee never blows the whistle and the crime rate is 1:

Although Propositions 1 and 2 are very similar, there is one important di¤erence. The

clear and important message of the previous result was that rewards for honest whistle-

blowers and sanctions against dishonest ones must be strictly related. The absolute value

of rewards for �ling a merit case R and the sanction for �ling one without merit f were

not important, but the ratio between the two was very important. This result was due to

the lack of any personal costs from blowing the whistle for the employee. More realistically,

we now observe that there will never be reporting if the reward R is not su¢ ciently larger

than the expected punishment P , since otherwise the employee�s expected utility from �l-

ing a case will always be negative. Indeed, again a corollary of proposition 2 is that the

optimal behavior of the potential whistleblower is induced when the program envisages a

combination of reward and sanction such that G = 1. However, in the new setting this

entails R = f +2P , so that the reward must substantially exceed the sanction imposed on a

mendacious whistleblower, the more so the larger is the risk that a �rm will retaliate against

the relator whenever turned in and whenever the protection provided to whistleblowers is

weak.

6 Criminal versus administrative trial

Until now, we have kept things simple by assuming that there is only one trial where

either the �rm is convicted for illegal behavior, or the employee is convicted for �ling a

false case (e.g. fabricating information). In reality, of course, there would be two separate

processes, and there is the possibility that neither the �rm nor the employee is convicted.

Moreover, while the �rst trial may be a purely administrative one, leading to a �ne against

the corporation, the second one will certainly be a criminal trial, as it involves perjury/lying

to the court. Complicating the model by taking into account the two separate and potentially
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di¤erent trials does not dramatically a¤ect our previous conclusions, but it allows us to study

how di¤erent combinations of e¢ ciency/precision of the legal system for administrative and

criminal o¤enses a¤ect the performance of whistleblower schemes.

As before, let 0 be the pro�ts of the honest �rm that is not convicted and the payo¤

of the employee when he does not �le a case, � the pro�ts of undetected illegal behavior,

F the monetary sanction faced by a convicted �rm, and R the reward the employee gets

in case of a successful �ling, net of any personal costs. Again, two errors may occur at the

end of a trial: a false positive and a false negative. We continue to indicate with �p the

probability of conviction of an innocent �rm (false positive) and with �n(�p) the probability

of acquittal of a guilty �rm (false negative). We assume that the employee gets the reward

R if the �rm is convicted. If the �rm is acquitted, a second trial takes place.

This second trial is against the whistleblower, accused of fabricating false information

and, as with the �rst trial, may lead to two types of error: a false positive with probability

�p, the probability that an innocent whistleblower is convicted; and false negative with

probability �n(�p), the probability of acquittal of a whistleblower who �led a false claim

fabricating information. If the employee is convicted in this second trial, he faces a sanction

denoted with f . Also for the second trial we assume that �
0
n(�p) < 0, �

00

n(�p) > 0 and

�i 2 [0; ��] with �� < 1
2 and i = p; n Moreover, we assume that �p and �p are independent.

We consider the more general case in which the �rm can retaliate against the employee

imposing a harm P . The case with no retaliation can be obtained by simply setting P =

0. As mentioned before, the parameter P can also be interpreted as the (inverse of) the

protection that the program is able to guarantee to employees that are willing to cooperate

with the enforcers. We can follow the same steps as in the two previous sections to identify

the conditions that would induce the employee to �le a case. If the �rm acts illegally, the

employee blows the whistle if

u2I = (1� �n(�p))R� �n(�p)�pf � P > 0, SI �
(1� �n(�p))
�n(�p)

>
�pf + P

R� P � GI ,

whereas he �les a case, when the �rm acts legally if

u2L = �pR� (1� �p)(1� �n(�p))f � P > 0, SL �
�p

1� �p
>
(1� �n(�p))f + P

R� P � GL ,

where u2I and u2L are the employee�s expected utility in each subgame that now includes

two trials. We have to note that, given the assumptions on �i, GL > GI . Hence, again

there are three possible cases. First, the employee always �les a case if SL > GL. Note that

this condition implies that SI > GI . In the second case, the employee never �les a case; this
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occurs if SI 6 GI , which implies SL < GL. Finally, the employee blows the whistle only

against a �rm that acted illegally if SI > GI and SL 6 GL.

These conditions are summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 3 The employee always blows the whistle if SL > GL and the crime rate is

Pr[� > �] = 1�H(F (1� �n(�p)� �p)),

which is decreasing in the �rm�s sanction F and in the probability of conviction of an inno-

cent �rm �p whenever �
0
n(�p) < �1.

The employee blows the whistle only when the �rm misbehaves if SI > GI and SL 6 GL
and the crime rate is

Pr[� > ��] = 1�H(F (1� �n(�p))),

which is decreasing in the �rm�s sanction F and in the probability of conviction of an inno-

cent �rm �p.

Finally, the employee never blows the whistle and the crime rate is 1if SI 6 GI .

Of course the last proposition is the most general one, as all the others can be seen as

the special cases that occur when some speci�c conditions hold. Hence, we can make some

�nal remarks on the basis of the results described in this proposition. First, we have to

note that the simple su¢ cient conditions for a program that induces the employee to blow

the whistle only against guilty �rms are no longer valid. However, in this more general

case we can exploit the fact that SI > 1 > SL to identify a similar su¢ cient condition.

Indeed, the whistleblower program induces an optimal behavior by the employee if GI 6 1
and GL > 1. Solving the �rst inequality, we obtain R > 2P + �pf , whereas the second

inequality is satis�ed if and only if R 6 2P + (1� �n(�p))f . Hence, the su¢ cient condition
to obtain the desired behavior from the employee is:

2P + (1� �n(�p))f > R > 2P + �pf . (1)

This condition would also guarantee that some policy instruments work in the expected

direction, as we will see in a moment.

A whistleblower program can be described by the following policy parameters

(R; f; F; �p�p; P ) which identify the available policy instruments: 1) the reward o¤ered

to the whistleblower that helps uncover an illegal corporate act; 2) the sanction imposed on

the whistleblower who fabricates information; 3) the sanction imposed on the �rm that acts

illegally; 4) the accuracy of the judiciary in deciding on the allegations made against either

the �rm or the whistleblower; 4) the standard of proof that is required in the two trials to
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convict either the �rm or the whistleblower; 5) the level of protection granted to whistle-

blowers against possible retaliations by �rms. The optimal combination of these policy

instruments depends on the available choice sets, their relative costs and their e¤ectiveness

and cannot be established without adding considerable structure to the model. However, we

can describe how the various policy instruments a¤ect the likely outcome of the program.

Let us start with their impact on SI and SL. These odds depend only on �p and �n.

Therefore, the only relevant policy instruments are the accuracy of the legal system and the

standard of proof. Investments made to improve the accuracy of the system will decrease

both �p and �n. This will make SI and SL move apart (SI increases and SL decreases),

increasing the probability that the whistleblower program induces an optimal behavior by

the employee. In contrast increasing the standards of proof that has to be met to convict a

�rm will decrease �p and increase �n. This choice would determine a lower value for both

SI and SL; making it less likely that the employee �les a case.

Moving to GI and GL, we note that all the policy instruments - with the exception of the

sanction against the �rm - are relevant. Their impact on the e¤ectiveness of the program is

described in the following table.

Policy choice Impact on GI and GL Conditions
Increase R Both decrease always

Increase f Both increase always

Improve accuracy

(decrease both �p and �n )

GI decreases

GL increases
R > P

Increase standard of proof

(decrease �p and increase �n )
Both decrease always

Improve protection

(decrease P )
Both increase always

These results show that, in general, the various policy instruments must be handled with

care as they might lead to a policy that is either too generous to the potential whistleblower

or not generous enough. The only policy instrument that has an unambiguous impact on

the incentives of the whistleblower is improving the accuracy of the judiciary, which makes

it more likely that the employee blows the whistle only when the �rm misbehaves.

7 Whistleblower rewards and compliance programs

In the previous models, we have shown that a whistleblower program, described by the

parameters (R; f; F; �p�p; P ), induces a socially desirable behavior if the policy instruments
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represented by R (the reward to the whistleblower), f (the sanction against false claims),

and P (the level of protection granted to whistleblowers) are properly combined, given the

applicable standards of proof and the accuracy of the judiciary (described by �p, �n, �p
and �n). Hence, it seems that the level of the sanction imposed on the �rm that commits

the crime, F , does not enter into the optimal design of the program. In this section, we

consider an extension that shows that this may not be true.

Faced with the prospect of any fraud or misconduct issues becoming a law enforcement

case � possibly even before the organization itself learns of the problem � most companies

have launched compliance programs that include internal reporting systems for employees.

The dominant narrative for these compliance systems is one of dishonest employees and the

tool honest top management can use to control them. However, as we know from many

recent scandals, from Enron to Siemens and from HSBC and Wells Fargo to Volksvagen,

the primary source of misbehavior is actually top management. In these common situations,

reporting through the internal compliance system may allow guilty executives to discover

that a claim might be �led to the law enforcement authority regarding their misbehavior

before it actually occurs. In this section, we modify the baseline model to study the in-

teraction between an external whistleblower rewards scheme and an internal compliance

program when top management is the wrongdoer and lower rank employees the potential

whistleblowers. In such an extension, we assume that the �rms�managers may induce the

potential whistleblower not to report the alleged crime to the law enforcer by providing him

with some private bene�ts, e.g. in the form of a career promotion, or a simple bribe. For

simplicity, we refer to the private bene�t the employee obtains when he accepts the �rm�s

o¤er as a "bribe", as in Aubert et al. (2006).

The timing of the modi�ed game is as follows:

t =1 The return from undetected illegal behavior � materializes. The �rm decides whether

to commit the illegal act or not. Once the illegal act is committed, the game proceeds

to the next stage.

t =2 The employee, knowing if an illegal act has been committed or not, can either i) go

through the internal compliance program and try to get a bribe for not reporting the

illegal act or for not making a false claim the �rm; ii) adhere to the whistleblower

program and �le a claim (false or otherwise); or iii) decide not to �le a claim or to

look for a bribe.

t =3 The trial uncertainty resolves and sanctions are imposed.

For simplicity, and with no loss of intuition, we consider the baseline case in which the

�rm does not retaliate against the employee, setting P = 0, and in which there is a single
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trial.

Consider �rst the case where (along the equilibrium path) the �rm has committed an

illegal act. Then, �ling a claim the employee would get uI , as in the baseline model. Instead,

if he chooses to go through the internal compliance program, he would bear a transaction

cost k and would obtain a bribe (to be determined soon) BI . Finally, the payo¤ from not

blowing the whistle nor adhering to the compliance program is normalized to zero.

Equating the employee�s payo¤s from �ling a claim and from blackmailing the �rm, we

get the minimum bribe that the employee would accept for not �ling the case, i.e.,

BI � uI + k.

The maximum bribe that the �rm will be ready to pay is instead obtained by equating the

payo¤which would result for a guilty �rm if the employee �les a claim, i.e., ��F (1��n(�p))
and the payo¤ which would result from bribing the employee not to blow the whistle, i.e.,

� �B,

�BI � F (1� �n(�p)).

Hence, the existence of a compliance program with an internal reporting mechanism

may disrupt the whistleblower program unless the following condition holds:

BI > �BI () R(1� �n(�p))� �n(�p)f + k > F (1� �n(�p)): (2)

Going through the same steps for the case where the �rm has not committed an illegal

act, we recover the minimum bribe that the employee would accept for not �ling the false

case, the maximum bribe that the �rm will be ready to pay to avoid the �ling, and the

condition that must hold to avoid collusion between employer and employee:

BL � uL + k; �BL � F�p, (3)

BL > �BL () R�p � (1� �p)f + k > F�p: (4)

In section 4, we proved that a su¢ cient condition in the baseline model for having a

program that determines optimal whistleblower behavior was R = f . So, let us assume that

this equality holds. Conditions (2) and (4) become:

R >
SI

SI � 1
F � k

�n(�p)(SI � 1)
(5)
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and

R >
SL

SL � 1
F � k

�p(SL � 1)
. (6)

This shows that unless k is su¢ ciently high, the reward that has to be paid to the

whistleblower, R, has to exceed the �ne imposed on the �rm, F . In particular if k = 0,

since SL=(SL � 1) > SI=(SI � 1) we may have three cases: 1) R < SI=(SI � 1)F ; 2)
SI=(SI � 1)F < R < SL=(SL � 1)F ; and 3) R > SL=(SL � 1)F . In case 1) the employee
always reports internally a misconduct in order to obtain the bribe; in case 2) the employee

only blackmails an innocent �rm; and in case 3) the internal reporting system envisaged

by the compliance program does not alter the e¤ectiveness of the external whistleblower

legislation. Unlike from before, now the �rm�s sanction F plays a crucial role in determining

if the employee will �le a case or not.

This extended version of the model allows an important policy question to be addressed:

Should employees be required to initially report internally to their employer in order to qual-

ify for a bounty? Such a requirement for internal reporting is not a feature of Dodd-Frank

schemes, but it has been put forward as a way to make internal and external whistleblow-

ing channels compatible. Corporations argue that internal reporting procedures would be

rendered ine¤ective unless awards were contingent on prior internal reporting. On the other

side, the whistleblowers "lobby" maintains that a requirement for internal reporting would

have a chilling e¤ect on the rewards program.

Our �ndings indicate that the legislator should avoid decreasing the cost k for the em-

ployee to make use of an internal compliance program. In other words, our model suggests

that the lack of con�dence in corporate internal controls � inherent in the Dodd-Frank leg-

islation � is well placed. We should avoid making internal reporting easier, and employees

should not be required to initially report internally to their employer in order to qualify for

a bounty. Indeed, if k is su¢ ciently high, we are back to the baseline model with employees

relying on the whistleblower program according to proposition 1. If, instead, k is low, the

employee will always try to get a bribe from the �rm.

Note that for some values of k it is possible that the employee might try to get a

bribe in one case, and report the external whistleblower program in another. Indeed, since

(1 � �n(�p)) is larger than �p while (1 � �p) is larger than �n(�p), the employee might
choose to �le a true claim and blackmail the �rm with a false accusation or vice versa,

depending on the way the whistleblower program is designed.
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8 Conclusion

Financial incentives for corporate whistleblowers are at the center of a heated debate, as

US enforcement agencies have been increasingly relying on them, while their European

counterparts appear weary of introducing them. One argument that is often raised by

opponents of these incentives is that they will lead to an increase in fraudulent reports

based on false or fabricated information that, in the end, will reduce the e¤ectiveness of

enforcement. Fraudulent claims, however, do not seem to have been a major problem for

at least some of the US agencies. One plausible explanation, somewhat ignored in the

policy debate, is that in a su¢ ciently e¤ective legal system, fraudulent claims based on false

or fabricated information have a sizable probability of failing, possibly also because the

standard of proof is raised when a whistleblower expects a reward; and the whistleblowers

that brought the claims can then be taken to trial for perjury or defamation. To shed light

on this hypothesis, we present a model of the interaction between rewards for whistleblowers,

sanctions for maliciously reporting fabricated information, judicial errors, and standards of

proof in two court cases - one based on a whistleblower�s allegations, and the subsequent one

against the whistleblower for possibly false accusations. We use the model to analyze the

optimal law enforcement policy under various parameter con�gurations and e¢ ciency levels

of the legal system. Our results show that an appropriate balance between the reward o¤ered

to successful whistleblowers, the sanctions against whistleblowers convicted for fabricating

information, and the courts� standards of proof, is essential for whistleblower policies to

succeed. When whistleblowers are �nancially constrained, heavy criminal sanctions for false

reporting are required. The relatively milder sanctions common to European legal systems

may therefore explain the opposition these schemes encounter in Europe.

When the risk of retaliation against whistleblowers is severe, higher rewards are needed

for the program to be e¤ective, and even more severe sanctions against dishonest whistle-

blowers become necessary. And the precision of the legal system must be su¢ ciently high

for these programs to be viable at all. This suggests that these schemes should not be

introduced in weak institutional environments, were protection from retaliation is typically

less e¤ective and the precision of the legal system is lower.

We also show that internal reporting systems that form part of �rms�compliance pro-

grams may actually interfere in a rather unexpected way with the external reporting systems.

Subject to agencies disclosing their data, empirical work is highly welcome and needed to test

these results and appropriately shape enforcement against the increasing levels of illegality

plaguing international �nancial transactions.
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